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Customer Feature (4)
Data for "kodeverk" 3402 ("Kommunenummer og regionale spesialkoder") has been updated in FM
[RENO-18147, Update the list of postnummer and kommuner in FM]

update FEST data
[RENO-18152, As the DoseConverter, I want the most recent updated FEST data]

Query optimization related to RENO-18065
[RENO-18221, Processing items from an incoming M25 is slow]

Change helseid authentication prompt from "Login" to "login"
[RENO-18232, As FM I want the prompt = "Login" for HelseId authentication to be updated]

 

Feature (1)
When a local item has been renewed and the previous item comes in a PLL as stopped, the local renewal inherits the stop 
date from the PLL item. If the user then sends out a PLL, the renewed item with the updated stop date will be sent out in the 
next PLL.
[RENO-18225, Automatic stop and replace local LIB with PLL]

 

Customer Defect (18)
The stop date doesn't get shown on the right hand side in samstemming when it shouldn't, draft top text fixed. 
[RENO-18148, Suggested stop date from nurse shown as stop date for RF item]

When an item is deleted from the LIB the recalled prescriptions are no longer included in an outgoing PLL for PLL managed 
patients.
[RENO-18182, Treatments belonging to deleted LIB prescriptions are sometimes present in the next outgoing PLL]

When the FM detects an external renewal in an incoming PLL for items in LIB list, these items will be linked accordingly.
[RENO-18185, Reg sent out as stopped and gets merknad E in PLL, renewed treatment not sent out in PLL]

Linking of registrations from PLL (Uten resept) for external renewals has been improved.
[RENO-18186, No automatic stop for renewed eRp and woken up original Reg sent out in PLL]

For some linking/update (in samstemming) cases the FM generated an M5 for the item being set to prescription history with a 
"ny resept id" which is incorrect as that is reserved for renewals.
[RENO-18190, RF returns an error when receiving a M5 with NewReseptId it has already received before]

The FM no longer ignores pending recalls for history items when sending PLL and recalls after automatic linking.
[RENO-18191, Automatically created M5's get stuck on the signing queue]

Only reject stop draft on local reg instead of rejecting both in samstemming 
[RENO-18193, Nurse creates stop draft local Reg_the Reg item is removed from the next outgoing PLL if PLL doctor 
performes "erstatt lokal LIB med PLL"]

[RENO-18194, Missing import button Reg from PLL_rejected stop draft must be imported again]

Don't allow replace lib med PLL operation in samstemming when m5 pending is on queue for installation that needs drafts to 
be accepted
[RENO-18195, Doctor accepts renewal from nurse_treatments sent out as stopped in the next PLL if doctor erstatter lokal LIB 
med PLL]

The date parser in FM should now support receiving minimum date (0001-01-01T00:00:00+01:00) in messages without 
breaking.
[RENO-18196, CLONE(4.12) - FS: Feil på pasient i FM etter oppgradering til 4.12.5]
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"Not in Rf" items on the LIB that are no longer a part of PLL are no longer filtered out of the LIB list, only AF list.
[RENO-18197, CLONE(4.12) - Not in RF item erroneously filtered out of LIB list]

[RENO-18198, CLONE(4.12) - Locally eRps not automatically stopped when externally renewed and stopped]

Made sure that "ReseptStatus" is set to "T" for local item when processing M7 message for that item. 
Fixed replace lib so it doesn't delete automatically stopped local items.
[RENO-18211, Erstatt lokal LIB med PLL removes local aktiv Reg stopped in future]

Specify who stopped treatment externally and for what reason for LesVarerIBruk
[RENO-18233, Some stop info shown as "Ikke spesifisert" in LesVarerIBruk]

Don't send m5 twice
[RENO-18234, PLL doctor "angrer" import of loose eRp, only the first PLL is sent out correctly, the treatment belonging to 
loose recalled eRp is sent out as active in the following PLL`s ]

[RENO-18237, Doctor gets an error message in samstemming when performing “erstatt lokal LIB med PLL” if nurse has made 
local changes to imported Reg from PLL]

[RENO-18238, The original (old) treatment with stop date from PLL is sent out in the next outgoing PLL]

[RENO-18240, RF lookup give Error message Nullable object must have a value ]

 

Defect (4)
When a prescription is imported for which the medication is not found in local version of FEST the "Les Varer I Bruk" method 
would not return all the medication information needed for a valid response. 
This has now been fixed.
[RENO-18118, <Varenavn> and <Legemiddelform> not returned in LesVarerIbrukSvar for items that are "Utgått" in local 
FEST]

Fixed visibility for checkbox in "Samstemming" to show deleted items after remove/replace Lib operation when something got 
removed.
[RENO-18124, Local item is shown in AF after it has been removed when using "Replace" operation]

Automatic linking by information from RF lookup should now work when we only get "ForrigeReseptId" and that item is no 
longer in RF.
[RENO-18205, Linking on "ForrigeReseptId" is not working as expected]

Show external renewals as linked on first RF lookup, do not show recalled history item as a different treatment in 
samstemming 
[RENO-18231, External renewals not shown as linked in the first samstemming after RF lookup]
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